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Abstract7

As space plasmas are highly collisionless and involve several temporal and spatial8

scales, understanding the physical mechanisms responsible for energy transport be-9

tween these scales is a challenge. Ideally, to study cross-scale space plasma processes,10

simultaneous multi-spacecraft measurements in three different scales (fluid, ion and11

electron) would be required together with adequate instrumental temporal resolution.12

In this chapter we discuss cross-scale energy transport mechanisms mainly focusing on13

velocity shear driven Kelvin-Helmholtz instability and resulting secondary instabili-14

ties and processes, e.g, magnetic reconnection, kinetic magnetosonic waves and kinetic15

Alfvén waves/mode conversion.16

1 Introduction17

Unlike regular fluids space plasmas are highly collisionless and involve different18

length scales which makes understanding the physical mechanisms responsible for en-19

ergy transport between these scales a challenge. For example, the free mean path20

between collisions in the solar wind is about 1 AU, making them very rare. Despite21

of the nearly collisionless nature of the solar wind plasma a standing shock wave, the22

bow shock, is formed about 14 RE from the Earth when the magnetized solar wind23

approaches Earth’s magnetic field. Like in a collisional medium, this shock decelerates24

and heats the solar wind flow. The region between bow shock and magnetopause is25

called the magnetosheath and consists of shocked solar wind flow characterized by26

fluctuations in velocity, magnetic field and density. Despite the deceleration of the27

solar wind at the bow shock there still exists a substantial velocity shear at the mag-28

netopause boundary, with shear increasing gradually from the subsolar magnetopause29

toward the flanks. Beyond the dawn-dusk terminator the velocity shear is of the order30

of the solar wind speed. When moving through the velocity shear layer at the flanks31

into the tail magnetosphere the plasma flow reduces, plasma temperature increases32

by ≈ factor of 50 and specific entropy, which is a measure of non-adiabatic processes33

(heating and/or diffusion), increases nearly by two orders of magnitude [Borovsky and34

Cayton, 2011]. Furthermore, it has been shown that the ion to electron tempera-35

ture ratio, Ti/Te, varies from from 4 to 12 in the magnetosheath and from 2 to 1236

in the tail plasma sheet [Wang et al., 2012]. This suggests that the non-adiabatic37

heating associated with the entry mechanism enhances both the ion and electron tem-38

peratures almost by the same proportion. Note that the typical velocity shear layer39

thickness is about one to two orders of magnitude larger than the ion inertial length,40

di = c/ωpi ≈ 50−150 km in the vicinity of the flank magnetopause where c is the41

speed of light and ωpi is the ion plasma frequency. Therefore, the energy conversion42

from solar wind bulk flow kinetic energy into the thermal energy of the magnetotail43

plasma sheet particles occurs in “cross the scale” fashion.44

Figure 1a shows a time-scale vs spatial scale graph of the scale sizes occurring45

in space plasmas with some example processes, starting at each scale. The largest46

scale is the magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) scale, which describes the plasma systems47

with slow (∆t� 1/fic) temporal scales and large (k � 2π/di) spatial scales. Here ∆t48

is the process duration, fic is the ion cyclotron frequency, and k is the wave number.49

Equation 1 shows the total current transport equation, the generalized Ohm’s law. For50

ideal MHD, plasma is frozen to the magnetic field and the right hand side of Equation51

1 is zero. The terms on the right-hand side are the electron inertial term, electron52

pressure term, Hall-term and resistivity term, respectively.53

E + u×B =
memi

e2ρ

[
∂j

∂t
+∇ · (uj + ju)

]
− M

eρ
∇ ·Pe +

mi

eρ
j×B + ηj (1)
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Here E,u,B, j are the electric field, plasma bulk velocity, magnetic field, and current54

density, respectively. M,mi,me, ρ, e denote the total mass, ion mass, electron mass,55

plasma mass density, and electron charge. Electron pressure tensor is Pe, and plasma56

resistivity is η. In physical systems, wave particle interactions can act like collisions and57

mimic effective resistivity. The main contribution to the electric field in MHD scale is58

provided by the convection electric field. The next scale is the ion inertial scale below59

which ions can become de-magnetized. The Hall-term and electron pressure term scale60

as the ion inertial length. The ion-electron hybrid scale involve full kinetic ion physics61

e.g, finite larmor radius effects but the electron fluid is still frozen to the magnetic62

field. Electrons can be de-magnetized by processes that act on electron inertial or63

electron gyro-radius scale. The electron inertial term scales as electron inertial length64

squared, and resistivity term scales as magnetic Reynolds number.65

Up to now the multi-spacecraft space missions such as Cluster, THEMIS, and66

MMS have covered 3-D measurements on a single scale as at least four spacecraft67

are required for calculation of gradients, curls and vorticities. Therefore, numerical68

simulations using different plasma approximations have been invaluable for providing69

information of the missing scale and for putting spacecraft measurements into context.70

In this chapter we discuss cross-scale energy transport mechanisms focusing on71

velocity shear driven Kelvin-Helmholtz (KH) instability and resulting secondary in-72

stabilities, processes and energy transfer mainly from fluid to the ion scales.73

1.1 Kelvin-Helmholtz Instability78

The interface between two fluids moving with different velocity can be unstable79

to the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability (KHI). The free energy for the KHI is the kinetic80

energy that becomes available due to the velocity shear of anti-parallel velocity com-81

ponents across a plane boundary. A non-viscous fluid is always KH unstable in the82

presence of the velocity shear across an infinitely thin boundary, and its growth rate,83

for a simple case with uniform density, is q = kV0/2 , where V0 is the difference of the84

velocities across the shear flow layer and k = 2π/λ is the wave number. This indicates85

that short wave lengths (small λ) grow fastest, and that large velocity shear increases86

the growth rate. Fluid Kelvin-Helmholtz vortices can be seen often when a velocity87

shear is present: e.g, in merging of two rivers.88

The onset condition for the KH mode in an ideal, incompressible plasma with a
discontinuous (arbitrarily thin) velocity shear layer is

m0n1n2
n1 + n2

[k ·∆V]
2
>

1

µ0

[
(k ·B1)

2
+ (k ·B2)

2
]

(2)

[Chandrasekhar , 1961], wherem0 is the ion mass, n is number density, ∆V = (V1 −V2)89

is the velocity shear, B is the magnetic field vector, and the indices denote plasma90

properties on the two sides of the boundary. One can see that the KHI is stabilized91

for large magnetic field values along the k-vector of the instability. A finite thickness92

of the shear layer stabilizes the KH mode for small wavelengths. Also, compressibility93

(∇·V 6= 0) of plasma has a stabilizing effect on KH mode [Miura and Pritchett , 1982].94

The KHI has been observed by in-situ spacecraft measurements at the Earth’s95

magnetopause during southward IMF [Hwang et al., 2011a; Yan et al., 2014], north-96

ward [Fairfield et al., 2000; Hasegawa et al., 2004; Lin et al., 2014; Eriksson et al.,97

2016] and Parker Spiral (PS) IMF [Nykyri et al., 2006; Moore, 2012; Moore et al.,98

2016]. It has also been observed at the boundary layers of other planets (e.g., Mas-99

son and Nykyri [2018]; Johnson et al. [2014] and references therein) as well as at the100

boundary of the CMEs [Foullon et al., 2011, 2013; Nykyri and Foullon, 2013].101

A statistical study using data from NASA’s THEMIS mission between 2007-2013102

has shown that KH waves are frequent at the magnetopause, occurring about 19 per-103
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MHD waves and shocks, 
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Rayleigh-Taylor instability,
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Figure 1. A pictogram presenting time vs size graph of the typical time and length scales oc-

curring in space plasmas. The transport of energy, mass and momentum occurs via “cross-scale”

physical processes. The electron velocity (arrows) and plasma number density (color) from a 2-D

Hall-MHD simulation at t = 20 and 100 Alfvén time in panel (a) and (b), respectively.

74

75

76

77

cent of the time during all magnetopause crossings [Kavosi and Raeder , 2015]. Henry104

et al. [2017] showed that KHI occurrence rate shows a strong preference toward the105

dawn magnetopause for PS IMF and a strong preference toward the dusk is observed106

for northward IMF. However, the KH event at the dusk are observed for higher solar107

wind speeds. The dawn preference for the PS orientation can be explained both by108

smaller magnetic field tension at the dawn-dusk terminator for the PS IMF orientation109

[Nykyri , 2013] and by enhanced amount of low frequency, high-amplitude velocity field110

fluctuations existing at the dawn magnetosheath [Nykyri and Dimmock , 2016; Nykyri111

et al., 2017] driven by fore-shock processes.112

One of the important feature of the KH instability is that it can form small scale113

structure in its nonlinear stage.114
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1.2 Magnetic Reconnection115

Magnetic reconnection requires an existence of a magnetic shear across a thin cur-116

rent sheet, where kinetic processes can break the frozen-in condition (see e.g, Biskamp117

[2000] and Chapter 2.1). One such process is the tearing instability, which can lead to118

a reconnection in its non-linear stage [Chen et al., 1997]. The MMS spacecraft were119

designed to unravel the micro-physics of magnetic reconnection and just seven months120

after launch the spacecraft encountered the electron diffusion region for the first time121

[Burch et al., 2016]. The 3D plasma measurements, that were made 100 times faster122

than in any previous missions, revealed that the primary source of the reconnection123

electric field is the divergence of the electron pressure tensor and that crescent-shaped124

electron velocity distributions carry the out-of-plane current. The reconnection was125

shown mostly to be laminar near the X-line with wave generation and turbulence be-126

coming important in adjacent regions [Graham et al., 2017]. MMS observations also127

revealed that electron heating in the ion diffusion region of magnetic reconnection is128

consistent with large-scale parallel electric fields, which trap and accelerate electrons,129

rather than wave-particle interactions [Graham et al., 2016].130

In addition, the processes taking place within the bow shock and magnetosheath131

also affect the boundary conditions for reconnection onset. THEMIS spacecraft showed132

that magnetosheath jets, localized 1-2 RE bursts of high dynamic pressure, compressed133

the originally thick (60 - 70 di), high magnetic shear magnetopause until it was thin134

enough for reconnection to occur [Hietala et al., 2018]. Also, mirror mode waves (see135

e.g., Dimmock et al. [2015] and references therein), generated by the ion temperature136

asymmetry in the magnetosheath can affect magnetopause reconnection rate [Laitinen137

et al., 2010].138

One of the critical questions related to reconnection onset is understanding how139

the thin current sheets are generated.140

2 Magnetic Reconnection and KHI141

2.1 2-D geometry142

Relative configuration of velocity shear and magnetic shear determines the non-143

linear interaction between the KHI and magnetic reconnection. A large shear flow144

aligned with a large magnetic shear appears to be the simplest 2-D configuration that145

favors for both magnetic reconnection and the KHI. Tearing mode dominates current146

sheet evolution for sub-Alfvénic flows, while KHI unstable regime can occur for super147

Alfvénic flows (see e.g, Chen et al. [1997] and reference therein).148

The magnetic field component that is strictly perpendicular to the KH wave149

vector does not influence the whole processes. Nevertheless, magnetic reconnection150

can be trigged as a secondary instability if there is a small magnetic field component151

along the KH wave-vector direction [Otto and Fairfield , 2000; Fairfield et al., 2000]. In152

the nonlinear stage of the KHI, the well developed KH vortex will twist magnetic field153

lines, thereby forming a thin current layer [Nykyri and Otto, 2001, 2004]. Magnetic154

reconnection can therefore operate if the the width of the current layer is comparable155

to the ion inertia scale [Hasegawa et al., 2009]. Figure 1b shows an example of the 2-D156

Hall-MHD simulation of the electron velocity and plasma number density. By t = 20157

Alfvén times (tA) four KH vortices are visible and 80tA later vortices have coalesced158

into larger vortices due to magnetic reconnection occurring in thin current sheets with159

thickness of the order of ion inertial length.160

In principle there are two types of 2-D KHI driven magnetic reconnection [Naka-161

mura et al., 2006; Nakamura et al., 2008] (see also Chapter 3.5). Type I occurs for162

the initial antiparallel in-plane magnetic field components, in which magnetic recon-163
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nection connect the magnetic field from both sides of the boundary layer. Meanwhile,164

Type II occurs for the initial parallel in-plane magnetic field components. In this165

case, magnetic reconnection connects the magnetic field from the same side of the166

boundary layer. In three dimensional configuration, the large perturbation contains167

the broad wave spectra along the different directions [Nakamura et al., 2017; Delamere168

et al., 2018]. Thus, both Type I and Type II can operate simultaneously [Nykyri et al.,169

2006].170

MMS spacecraft recorded direct evidence of reconnection exhausts associated171

with strongly compressed current sheets created by KH waves [Eriksson et al., 2016;172

Li et al., 2016]].173

2.2 3-D geometry174

Figure 2 is a sketch of 3-D nonlinear interaction between reconnection and the175

KHI under northward IMF conditions. The black lines represent the closed magneto-176

spheric field lines, whose footprints at high latitudes connect to the north and south177

poles. The red lines are the magnetosheath field lines, connecting to the solar wind,178

which move into a tailward direction. The nonlinear KH wave generates vorticity at179

low latitudes, which is indicated by green arrows in Figure 2. The strong bending of the180

magnetic field line generates large antiparallel magnetic field components at middle lat-181

itudes, and eventually forms a pair of middle-latitude reconnection sites (cyan cycles in182

Figure 2). Note that after reconnection ceases to operate, the original magnetosheath183

(magnetospheric) field line (left panel) between the pair of middle-latitude reconnec-184

tion sites becomes a magnetospheric (magnetosheath) field line (right panel). This185

exchanged flux is referred to as “double reconnected flux”. Several MHD simulation186

studies [Faganello et al., 2012; Borgogno et al., 2015; Leroy and Keppens , 2017] show187

that this process exchanges plasma between the magnetosphere and magnetosheath,188

being different from the classical diffusion process and the 2-D nonlinear interaction189

between reconnection and the KHI suggested by Nykyri and Otto [2001]. Recently,190

Vernisse et al. [2016] reported a very frequent presence of additional boundary layer191

signatures, which can be an indication of middle-latitude double reconnection.192

It is estimated that the diffusion coefficient associated with this 3-D nonlinear193

interaction between reconnection and long-wavelength KH modes (i.e., the wavelength194

is about several Earth radii) at Earth’s magnetopause can be greater than 1010 m2 s−1195

[Ma et al., 2017], which is one order of magnitude greater than the results from the196

2-D geometry. However, the scenario sketched in Figure 2 is an idealized configuration197

with a north-south symmetry assumption. Open flux is expected to be created through198

asymmetries of the boundary, through interhemispheric asymmetries, and through199

asymmetries arising from turbulence (stochastic effects). For long-wavelength KH200

modes the overall double reconnected flux is mostly determined by the KH wave (i.e.,201

sheath-sphere conditions) rather than the specific detail of the reconnection diffusion202

region once reconnection operates. A large magnetic shear decreases the KH growth203

rate, and increases the portion of open flux, which significantly reduces the plasma204

and the flux tube entropy transport efficiency.205

A realistic three-dimensional configuration of Earth’s magnetospheric flanks for211

southward IMF conditions includes large anti-parallel magnetic components with a fast212

perpendicular sheared flow. Both magnetic reconnection and KHI can operate simul-213

taneously [Hwang et al., 2011b; Yan et al., 2014; Walsh et al., 2015]. In the nonlinear214

stage, both magnetic reconnection and KH modes mutually impact the onset and op-215

erating conditions of each other by changing the width of the transition layer, i.e., the216

current layer and the sheared flow layer. Thus, the normalized magnetic reconnection217

rate is strongly increased by nonlinear KH waves; however, these waves also limit the218

total reconnected flux by dissipating the electric current when the largest wavelength219
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Figure 2. Sketch of the 3-D nonlinear interaction between reconnection and the KHI under

northward IMF conditions. The black and red lines are represented for the closed magnetospheric

field line and solar wind field line before (left) and after (right) middle-latitude double reconnec-

tion operates, respectively. The cyan circles highlight the middle-latitude reconnection sites [Ma

et al., 2017].

206

207

208

209

210

mode becomes highly nonlinear. This is particularly remarkable because the interac-220

tion leads to fast reconnection with local rates that are equal to the Petschek rate of221

fast reconnection without invoking Hall physics. It has also been demonstrated that222

the diffusion region and the distribution of field-aligned currents are strongly modified223

by the KH waves [Ma et al., 2014a,b].224

The KHI can be stabilized by a super fast shear flow, that flow jump is greater225

than the local fast mode speed [Miura and Kan, 1992]. A scaling analysis implies a226

contradiction between the Walén relation and the balance of the total pressure for227

magnetic reconnection with such a fast perpendicular sheared flow. It is demonstrated228

that the reconnection layer violates the Walén relation but still maintains the total229

pressure balance in such a configuration [Ma et al., 2016]. The results show an ex-230

panded outflow region, consistent with the presence of divergent normal flow, and a231

significant decrease of the plasma density as well as the thermal pressure in the out-232

flow region. Nevertheless, the quasi-steady reconnection rate remains of order 0.1 [Liu233

et al., 2018] in this configuration.234

3 From MHD Scales to Kinetic Scales235

The non-linear development of the KHI can lead to creation of thin current layers,236

where secondary instabilities and ion and electron scale processes can operate.237

3.1 Non-linear Development of the KHI: Vortex Structures, Coalescence,238

and Secondary Instabilities239

The vortex structure in the nonlinear stage of KH instability can transport240

the plasma cross the flow shear. Such vortices are commonly seen in MHD and241

Hall-MHD simulations [Miura, 1987; Otto and Fairfield , 2000; Nykyri and Otto, 2004]242

(see Figure 1b) and particle simulations [Thomas and Winske, 1993; Fujimoto and243

Terasawa, 1994; Wilber and Winglee, 1995; Matsumoto and Hoshino, 2004; Nakamura244

et al., 2011; Cowee et al., 2009; Delamere et al., 2011] of the KHI. Typically, small-245
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scale vortices saturate at smaller amplitude than large vortices, and small scale vor-246

tices coalesce nonlinearly to form larger-scale vortices leading to an inverse-cascade247

of wave power [Winant and Browand , 1974]. The 2D nonlinear ideal MHD study of248

Miura [1997] showed that growth of the longer wave length modes (subharmonics)249

tends to occur on a timescale comparable to their linear growth rate suggestive that250

the emergence of larger scale vortices is due to the linear growth of the subharmonic251

modes. However, the 2D MHD and PIC simulations of Matsumoto and Seki [2010]252

suggested a substantially larger growth of subharmonics occurs when a broad spec-253

trum of subharmonics is included. These processes rapidly broaden the boundary layer254

and transfer mass, momentum, and energy across the boundary.255

The formation of vortices can also lead to secondary instabilities (secondary256

KH and Rayleigh Taylor (RT)) driven by the centrifugal force of the rotating fluid,257

leading to a broad mixing layer when ion inertia/gyroradius effects allow ions to258

move across magnetic field [Thomas and Winske, 1993; Nakamura et al., 2004; Mat-259

sumoto and Hoshino, 2006; Cowee et al., 2009; Delamere et al., 2011; Nakamura and260

Daughton, 2014].261

Matsumoto and Hoshino [2006] performed full particle simulations of KH (with262

no magnetic shear) and found fast turbulent mixing and transport when there exist263

a density difference across the interface. The turbulence is triggered by secondary264

KH and RT instabilities. The strong electrostatic field caused by the secondary RT265

instability scatters ions and deforms the electron density interface. They also showed266

that asymmetric density across the shear flow boundary increases the mixing area rate267

by 2 to 4 times faster compared to the symmetric density case.268

Cowee et al. [2009] also used two-dimensional hybrid simulations to examine269

transport across the magnetopause (flow perpendicular to the field). Particles were270

tracked during the simulation to determine how they are transported. The diffusion271

coefficients were time dependent with a probability distribution of jump lengths that272

was non-Gaussian leading to an enhancement of mixing over the classical diffusion273

limit, which therefore is referred as to “super diffusion” by Cowee et al. [2009]. They274

also found that the collapse of vortices form small-scale turbulence, increasing the275

diffusion coefficient, which, however, is ultimately controlled by the growth of large-276

scale vortices. Delamere et al. [2011] also demonstrated the role of mixing as the277

vortices evolve, and found that heavy ions (i.e., OH+) suppress the growth of modes278

with wavelengths greater than the ion inertial length (larger for heavier ions), which279

reduces the overall growth and mixing associated with the instability. Momentum280

transport across the magnetopause will significantly affect flows in the boundary layer281

and generate tailward flows along the dawn flank.282

Two-dimensional MHD simulations [Matsumoto and Seki , 2010] of the KHI with283

transverse magnetic field and highly asymmetric density configurations in a large sim-284

ulation domain show that rapid formation of a broad plasma turbulent layer can be285

achieved by forward and inverse energy cascades of the KHI. The forward cascade286

is triggered by growth of the secondary RT instability excited during the nonlinear287

evolution of the KHI and forms smaller scale structures than the KH mode (but is288

still above ion inertial scale as these are MHD simulations). The inverse cascade to289

longer wave lengths is accomplished by nonlinear mode couplings between the fastest290

growing mode of the KHI and other KH unstable modes. While two-dimensional sim-291

ulations typically show suppression of the secondary instabilities when magnetic shear292

is present, more recent three-dimensional kinetic simulations suggest that secondary293

instabilities will develop in regions where k ·B = 0 leading to sub ion-inertial scale294

structures, and enhanced mixing and transport [Nakamura and Daughton, 2014].295

Furthermore, high resolution global hybrid simulations of the magnetosheath296

have demonstrated that ion scale fore-shock driven processes can develop complicated297
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structures (e.g., jets, flux ropes, waves and turbulence) in the magnetosheath and can298

impact the magnetopause dynamics [Karimabadi et al., 2014].299

3.2 Cross-scale coupling from MHD scale waves to kinetic scale waves300

at the magnetopause301

3.2.1 Kinetic Alfvén Waves302

Kinetic Alfvén waves (KAW) are Alfvénic fluctuations with spatial scales the303

order of the ion gyroradius. At these scales, ions no longer move together with field304

lines because the ion polarization drift is significant compared with the E×B velocity.305

Because the electrons must remain on the field lines, parallel electric fields develop306

to maintain charge neutrality. These parallel electric fields can accelerate electrons307

[Hasegawa and Chen, 1976; Chaston et al., 2007a]. At these scales, the large amplitude308

waves detected near the magnetopause can also effectively interact with ions through a309

nonlinear resonance between the polarization drift and gyromotion [Stasiewicz et al.,310

2000; Johnson and Cheng , 2001; Chen et al., 2001; Chaston et al., 2014] leading to311

significant perpendicular ion heating and transport [Johnson and Wing , 2009a].312

Mode conversion is one process that generates KAWs [Hasegawa and Chen, 1976;313

Lee et al., 1994; Johnson and Cheng , 1997; Chaston et al., 2007]. It occurs when com-314

pressional Alfvén waves propagate to a resonant field line where wave energy accu-315

mulates at the Alfvén resonance location (ω = k‖vA) and slowly radiates away as a316

KAWs having gyroradius scale. Mode conversion is particularly important in a region317

having large gradient in the Alfvén velocity such as the magnetopause. KAWs are also318

generated near reconnection sites leading to plasma heating in the reconnection ex-319

haust [Chaston et al., 2009; Vaivads et al., 2010; Shay et al., 2011; Liang et al., 2016,320

2017; Dai et al., 2017]. Velocity shear is another source of free energy that can lead321

to direct generation of Alfvén waves when the sheared flow layer is in close proximity322

to Alfvén velocity gradients [Taroyan and Erdelyi , 2002]. Velocity shear also lead to323

indirect generation of KAWs through the development of nonlinear Kelvin-Helmholtz324

vortex structures with sharp gradients in the Alfvén velocity [Chaston et al., 2007],325

which facilitate the mode conversion process described above.326

The importance of KAW driven transport has been inferred from estimates of dif-327

fusion coefficients based on wave properties observed at the magnetopause [Hasegawa328

and Mima, 1978; Lee et al., 1994; Johnson and Cheng , 1997; Chaston et al., 2007,329

2008; Izutsu et al., 2012]. Although direct observations of plasma entry with diffusion330

drift speed the order of 1 km/s is not possible with present day instrumentation, there331

is considerable evidence for KAW induced transport based on observations of plasma332

populations near the magnetopause. For instance, statistical surveys of plasma popu-333

lations near the magnetopause exhibit properties that are expected from KAWs such334

as the correlation between the distribution of KAWs along the magnetopause and the335

entry of magnetosheath plasma into the magnetosphere [Wing et al., 2005; Yao et al.,336

2011]. Specific features of the velocity space distributions of the transported ions are337

also consistent with KAW interactions [Izutsu et al., 2012; Chaston et al., 2013].338

Observations from multi-spacecraft missions in the magnetosphere have made339

it possible to identify some of the broadband wave activity across the magnetopause340

as KAWs. Measurements of the scale of these waves has been used to make robust341

estimates of the transport rates that these waves can drive. Based on the amplitudes342

of wave observations Chaston et al. [2008] estimated the diffusion coefficient to be the343

order of 5×109m2/s as required to populate the low latitude boundary layer [Sonnerup,344

1980].345

Asymmetries in the observed spectra at the magnetopause [Yao et al., 2011] are346

consistent with observations of dawn-dusk asymmetry in plasma sheet populations347
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near the flanks [Wing et al., 2005]. Chaston et al. [2013] also found observational348

evidence that KAWs can rapidly heat ions at 1eV/s when the wave amplitude exceeds349

a threshold as proposed by [Johnson and Cheng , 2001]. Izutsu et al. [2012] noted350

that because transport in KAWs is energy dependent, it should be possible to see an351

energy dependence in the transport of plasma across the magnetopause by comparing352

distribution functions. To interact with the waves, the particles must be in resonance353

with the waves, which selectively transports more energetic particles. One feature of354

the observations of cold dense plasma material [Wing et al., 2005; Johnson and Wing ,355

2009b] is that the temperature increases across the flanks, which could be the result356

of such a filtering effect.357

Recent global hybrid simulations have demonstrated that mode conversion occurs358

at the magnetopause [Shi et al., 2013]. The KAWs seen in the simulation satisfy the359

correct dispersion relation and the spectrum of δE/δB is consistent with KAWs. 3D360

local simulations have also demonstrated how a two-step process consisting of linear361

mode conversion followed by parametric decay can lead to the wave spectra required362

for efficient transport [Lin et al., 2012].363

It has also been recognized that KAWs can play an important role in magnetic364

reconnection. KAWs have been observed near X-lines [Chaston et al., 2005] with suffi-365

cient amplitude to account for plasma transport in the diffusion region [Chaston et al.,366

2009]. Vaivads et al. [2010] identified KAWs near the boundary of the reconnection jet367

in regions of sharp gradient in the Alfvén velocity (the Alfvén edge), while Shay et al.368

[2011] showed that a significant Poynting flux of KAWs radiates away from the X-line369

in particle simulations. A recent hybrid simulation has shown that KAWs originate370

near the X-line [Liang et al., 2016] and interact with ions through nonlinear Landau371

damping and stochastic heating in the exhaust region [Liang et al., 2017].372

Velocity shear can also facilitate the generation of KAWs in two ways: directly373

and indirectly. Direct generation occurs when the free energy in the shear flow layer374

drives an instability that couples the shear layer with a resonant Alfvén wave [Taroyan375

and Erdelyi , 2002]. The energy transfer is facilitated by a compressional wave that376

transfers energy from the flow shear region to a nearby field line that resonates with377

the wave. In the flow region, there are forward and backward propagating stable K-H378

waves. When the real frequency of the KH mode lies within the frequency range of379

resonant field lines (known as the Alfvén continuum) there can be positive or negative380

feedback leading to growth or damping. The Doppler shifted backward propagating381

mode becomes unstable and couples with the positive band of the Alfvén continuum.382

This instability occurs with a lower threshold than the typical KH instability and383

leads to the growth of a resonant Alfvén wave. As in mode conversion, the resonance384

is resolved by kinetic effects and the energy slowly radiates away as a kinetic Alfvén385

wave.386

The velocity shear can also facilitate KAW development in the boundary layer387

indirectly through the nonlinear development of KH vortices. Due to large changes388

in density and magnetic within a KH structure, the Alfvén velocity profile across the389

vortices develops large variation in the Alfvén speed, which leads to the formation390

of deep Alfvén velocity minima (wells). The mode conversion process can then trap391

KAWs in the edge of the wells leading to transport and heating as described above392

[Chaston et al., 2007].393

3.2.2 Magnetosonic Waves394

Using data from two Cluster spacecraft 80 km apart Moore et al. [2016] were able395

to identify an ion-scale (200-2000 km) magnetosonic wave packet inside KH vortex by396

derivation of the experimental dispersion relation. The vortex region was characterized397

by total pressure minimum and existence of fluid-scale KHI was determined by compar-398
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Figure 3. Test particle velocity distribution functions (middle) in 3-D MHD simulation (left)

observed at the regions of different magnetic field topologies generated by the magnetic reconnec-

tion during KHI. On right are examples of the velocity distribution functions (shell [Moore et al.,

2016] and diamond [Taylor and Lavraud , 2008]) observed by Cluster and Double Star spacecraft

during KHI, respectively.

418

419

420

421

422

ing Cluster data with MHD simulations. The experimental dispersion curve matched399

very well the theoretical dispersion relation of the MHD Fast Mode Wave (FMW)400

ω2 = k2

2 {c
2
ms +

[
(v2A − c2s)2 + 4v2Ac

2
s
k2
⊥
k2

]1/2
} as well as the kinetic magnetosonic so-401

lution from WHAMP code [Rönnmark, 1982], particularly at higher frequencies and402

wave numbers. The Poynting flux during the wave packet close to the eye of the KH403

vortex matched the observed ≈ 2 keV heating of the ions of magnetosheath origin.404

Furthermore, waves consistent with KAW properties were identified in magnetosheath405

side of the vortex. Subsequent statistical study by Moore et al. [2017] showed that406

when KHI is active more obliquely propagating ion scale waves with higher Poynting407

flux exist in the magnetospheric side of the magnetopause, when compared to bound-408

ary crossings without KHI. It was also found that specific entropy during transition409

from magnetosheath into magnetosphere is more enhanced during KHI. The wave410

characteristics of the statistical study were consistent with kinetic Alfvén and Magne-411

tosonic -Whistler regimes [Moore et al., 2017]. The free-energy for the magnetosonic412

wave generation is contained in shell-like ion and electron velocity distributions [Moore413

et al., 2016]. The ion beam-distributions during reconnection in KH vortices have also414

been observed [Nykyri et al., 2006]. The fact that these ion scale waves are more abun-415

dant during KHI suggests that KH provides more free-energy for the ion-scale wave416

generation.417

Figure 3 shows our initial results of the test particle simulations inside 3-D KH423

vortex with ongoing magnetic reconnection (similar as sketched in Figure 2) below and424
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above the shear-flow plane. The 3-D reconnection in KH vortices results in complex425

magnetic field topologies including regions of i) closed magnetospheric and ii) closed426

magnetosheath flux, iii) open flux, iv) double reconnected magnetosheath, and v)427

double reconnected magnetospheric flux. A shell like ion velocity distribution function428

was observed in the region of double reconnected magnetospheric flux similar to Cluster429

spacecraft observations by Moore et al. [2016]. A diamond shaped distribution was430

observed at the boundary of open flux and closed magnetospheric flux previously431

observed in Cluster observations during KH event [Taylor and Lavraud , 2008].432

The MMS KHI event studied by Eriksson et al. [2016] also showed presence of433

turbulent power laws [Stawarz et al., 2016], as well as large-amplitude, parallel, elec-434

trostatic waves below ion plasma frequency [Wilder et al., 2016] that were possibly435

ion acoustic waves. This demonstrates that MHD scale KHI is rich with secondary436

processes and various kinetic scale wave phenomena.437

4 Summary and Discussion438

In the present chapter we have discussed cross-scale coupling mechanisms at439

the Earth’s magnetopause boundary pertaining to KHI, magnetic reconnection, wave-440

particle interactions, and turbulence. Future studies need to address whether lower441

hybrid waves, such as observed by Graham et al. [2017] trigger reconnection or they442

are simply a consequence of reconnection. Scale analysis based on the pressure balance443

shows that magnetic reconnection under the typical magnetopause environment alone444

cannot provide a sufficient macroscale heating source [Ma and Otto, 2014], highlight-445

ing possible importance of KHI driven cross-scale wave particle interactions [Johnson446

and Cheng , 2001; Moore et al., 2016, 2017] as a viable ion-scale heating mechanism.447

Further studies are required to demonstrate whether the magnetosonic-whistler branch448

waves that were shown to provide significant ion heating [Moore et al., 2016] continue449

to have sufficient power at electron scales to contribute to electron heating, and pos-450

sibly explain the near-constancy of the ion to electron temperature ratios at the flank451

magnetopause [Wang et al., 2012]. Recent MMS observations have also revealed how452

low-latitude component reconnection can lead to formation of diamagnetic cavities453

at higher latitudes due to particle trapping [Nykyri et al., 2019]. This is similar to454

mechanism previously observed at the vicinity of high-altitude cusps initiated by anti-455

parallel reconnection [Nykyri et al., 2011, 2012]. The relative role of various processes456

in plasma heating and particle acceleration in these cavities remains to be further stud-457

ied, but unlike heating in diffusion regions, particle energization in these cavities would458

have a volume filling effect, possibly contributing to the macro-scale magnetospheric459

heating.460

In addition, understanding the cross-scale coupling processes in solar wind-magnetosphere461

system will be crucial for improving space weather prediction. Therefore, future space462

missions and computer models should address the problem of cross-scale coupling. This463

will require development of constellation missions of at least 10 spacecraft spanning464

simultaneously the fluid, ion and electron scales, as well as developing new numerical465

codes and data-analysis methods, suitable for big data era. Exploring the detailed466

plasma transport and heating mechanisms in near-Earth space with multi-point, in-467

situ measurements, provides a better understanding of the nature of plasma. This may468

therefore lead to progress also in laboratory plasma physics or different astrophysical469

plasma systems.470
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